Numerical methods were conducted to simulate the characteristics of SFD under different clearance, eccentricity and precession angular velocity and verified by bidirectional excitation experiments, which is comparatively leading initiative in characteristic measurement of SFD. In addition, finite difference method was introduced to derive Reynolds equation and SOR method to obtain the distribution of oil film, the convergence was also mathematical proof. The results indicate the rotor system keep large vibration state for a long time due to the increasing of actual critical speed of system, which result from the oil film stiffness increases nonlinear excessively with the increase of eccentricity; clearance make a great influence on SFD, especially SFD with large radial size should be kept within 2 ‰.
Introduction
Aero-engine structural faults are mostly result from vibration, which seriously affect the performance and endurance. Improving dynamic characteristics of the rotor-support system is a effective way to reduce the engine vibration [1, 2] . SFD (short for Squeeze Film Damper) has been widely used in aero-engines for stabilization and vibration control since its performance was convinced by Cooper in 1970s [3] . Well-designed SFD have been proven to have excellent damping performance, generally reduce vibration by more than 60 % [4, 5] . In order to explore dynamic characteristics of SFD of a certain aero-engine, difference method is used to simulate which verified by the bidirectional incentives experiment in this paper.
Modeling and simulation

Finite difference method modeling principle
For the convenience of comparison between simulation and experimental data, the parameters of SFD in simulation are exactly the same as real one. The width of oil film is = 29 mm, average radius of film ring is = 154.85 mm, and the kinetic viscosity of 4050 lubricating oil at 40 °C is = 0.023368 (pa·s). Simulation is to obtain the equivalent stiffness and damping of film, difference method is taken into the Reynolds equation to calculate radial and circumferential reaction force under different parameters. The basic idea of finite difference method is to mesh the domain of the problem first, then replace the derivative of definite problem with difference quotient on grids in order to discretizing the original problem into a difference format, which is convenient for finding a numerical solution. Following differentials are defined:
When oil film ring and journal do not rotate and the oil film journal only makes a circular precession motion around the center of the oil film ring, the Reynolds equation at this time is: 
Among them:
Convergence proof
Taking SFD in an ideal state, the flow filed of damper is cut away from the maximum oil thickness, nodes are generated in direction and nodes are generated in direction in the discrete region, calculation precision improved with number of meshes increased. Iterative method is generally used to solve equations, in order to improve the iteration speed, successive over-relaxation method is used here: 
Take:
Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (2):
Among them: Thus, Eq. (5) can be expanded as:
It's easy to prove that the coefficient matrix , , , stay positive when Δ and Δ approaches 0. Thus, the coefficient matrix of Eq. (6) is a diagonally dominant matrix, which proven the SOR method is convergent when 0 1, where is the relaxation factor, taken here = 0.95.
According to Table 1 , 2, maximum error decreased by 1/3 with step size decreased to 1/2. Fig. 1 and 2 show the pressure distribution of SFD based on short bearing hypothesis and difference method, they are almost identical which verified the convergence of difference method used in this paper. 
Simulation
In order to obtain oil film characteristics of SFD under different clearance, eccentricity, precession angular velocity, change one geometric parameter and keep other parameters unchanged. Simulation results are shown in Table 3 , Table 4 and Table 5 , where is oil film radius clearance, is journal eccentricity, Ω is journal precession angular velocity, and is radial and circumferential reaction force of film, and is equivalent stiffness and damping of film. Table 3 and Fig. 3 show that with other parameters unchanged, the reaction force, equivalent stiffness and damping of oil film are gradually reduced as clearance increased.
Simulation results with eccentricity in 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 are shown in Table 4 . Equivalent stiffness and damping of oil film increased as eccentricity increase and stiffness grew faster. Strong nonlinear were started to manifested in film force when eccentricity ≥ 0.3, which indicates when rotor passing through the critical state of system under large unbalanced response, it won't pass fast and keep large vibration for a long time due to the increasing of actual critical speed of system which result from stiffness increases nonlinear excessively. Table 5 and Fig. 3 indicate that circumferential and radial reaction force increased linearly as precession angular velocity increased, and circumferential reaction force increased faster. Equivalent stiffness of oil film increased while damping of oil film kept unchanged, which indicates that increase the journal's speed can't reduce the vibration very well.
Experiment
The bidirectional excitation experiment uses bidirectional excitation tester to simulate SFD in working condition with oil. Fig. 4 shows the main structure of bidirectional excitation test rig, the center axis of exciter, flexible rod, impedance head and the center axis of transfer should be kept in the same straight line to reduce the influence of additional bending moment during installation, phase of two transfer should be offset with 90°. During the experiment, two force fork transmit the excitation of exciters to SFD to simulate its whirl which eliminated the interference of rolling bearing and coupling on results. Harmonic excitations with different frequencies, phase displacement 90° are generated by signal generator during experiment, amplitude of two harmonic signals keep the same. Excitation frequencies are 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300 Hz (corresponding precession angular velocity Ω = 2 ). In order to ensure measurement accuracy, squirrel cage and mandrel are fit for interference. 
Conclusions
Numerical and experimental search indicated that film stiffness and damping are reduced with increase of clearance, oil sealing and extrusion effect of dampers become weaker. For dampers with small radial size, clearance should be maintained at 1 ‰-3 ‰; and for dampers with large radial size, the upper limit should be reduced to 2 ‰. In addition, increasing the precession angular velocity appropriately helps to improve film stiffness, but less impact on damping. Oil film squeeze enhanced with increase of eccentricity, but it has great damage to critical stability of rotor system. Thus, eccentricity should be controlled within a suitable range.
